CELESTIALrealm

Angel expert Tina Marie Bertoli answers your questions with angelic
advice. Email your question or issue to prediction@predictionmagazine.com
ANGEL ANSWERS...

Can I be a teacher?

Q

I have been getting my tool box
ready for the last five years (ACP,
Reiki, Atlantean Healing, yoga
teaching...), but when I knew I was done
with training and needed to step up as
a teacher, I started having doubts about
wanting to do this full time.
My question to the angels is this: Is my life
purpose to step up as a spiritual teacher?
Or is this tool box only for my personal
growth and should get a job and do my
part while blending in the mainstream?
Mouna from London

A

Q

Brotherly love

Do the angels have
any guidance for me
regarding my brother?
Should I take a step back as I can’t
seem to help him anymore and all
he sees are his own problems and
his own life. It is causing a lot of
upset and I have so much going
on now, I need to focus on me.
Marie, UK

ANGELS

A

Your brother is at a
particular point on his path
right now where it is time
for him to live his own life, learn his
own lessons, and even make the
mistakes that are necessary for his
overall growth and development.
It isn’t your job to interfere, try to
fix, or even help him anymore.
You have been a pillar of
strength and support for him,
whether he realises that now or
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not, however it is time to let him go
setting you both free. Your energy
is so intertwined with his that it is
causing unrest, stress, lack of sleep
and even turmoil. You are carrying
around so much of his energy that
you aren’t able to move forward in
your own life. The angels say that
you are actually blocking each
other’s life path.
Free yourself from this burden
and know that, by doing so, you
give your brother the opportunity
to fly as well. Trust that as you
re-focus your attention back on
your own life, you will begin to feel
more liberated, whole and
motivated to start a new chapter
of personal success and happiness.
You have many people to help in
this world and this situation is a
great lesson in boundaries that will
serve you from this point forward.

Your angels show me a bright, beautiful
green road ahead of you. They say it’s
the healing pathway that you’ve built
for yourself symbolising your work as a healer,
and a counselor. The angels surround you,
guiding you forward but they show me that
you are digging your heels into the ground
because of fear, and this is halting you from
moving forward.
They cannot walk down this road for you!
You must take the first steps. And it is also up
to you to step into your power in this new role
and even call yourself a ‘spiritual teacher.’ It is
something you must own, accept, choose and
claim in order to attract business.
You have so much training, experience
and practice, and yet your ego is using doubt
and insecurity as a tactic to delay you from
embracing this new phase of your life. Needing
another class or certification is just another
excuse to keep you stuck. If we all waited until
we felt ready or completely healed, we would
never begin.
The angels say the time is now, so give
yourself permission to say yes to your true
greatness, to allowing yourself to shine, and
begin to take baby steps forward in your new
and radiant career.

SPIRIT

Why aren’t we all enlightened?

Q

I’ve worked
so hard on
my journey to
enlighten so I can help
enlighten others. I just
want to know why does it
have to be so hard? Why
can’t growing spiritually
be easy? Then this world
would be at peace.
Josephine, London

A

Most people
will eventually ask
this question at
some point in their lives.
However it is important
to remember that we
are all spiritual beings
merely having a ‘human
experience’. And that
experience is one of
duality. This physical
world is actually the

quickest way for our soul to evolve.
The angels say that before we incarnate, we anxiously wait in line
to enter into a body to learn, heal and experience what can only be
experienced in the vehicle of a body temple. The problem is that, upon
arriving here, we forget who we are, forget our life mission, become a
traveler of the world around us and then want to leave. And as long as we
experience our lives only through our five human senses, we are limited to
only seeing a small fraction of the picture.
There is always a blessing and lesson to be learned through everything
we encounter in our lives, whether we see it or not. Our soul is here to
experience richly and fully everything; the totality of all emotions, lessons
and experiences... the love as well as the pain, the joy as well as the sorrow.
It is only as human beings that we label each experience as good or bad,
right or wrong. We move through hardship, suffering, judgment and anger
so that we may achieve forgiveness and eventually gain self-mastery.

Am I a medium?

Q

I want to know how best to develop
mediumship.Do I just let it be for whoever
to come through when I am doing my
readings, do I take a class like you and Charles or
do I purchase Doreen’s DVDs? How do I hone in
on this or am I even meant to do mediumship?
Peggee, UK

A

Mediumship – communicating with those
who are deceased – is very natural and
comes easily to people who have
experienced it since childhood. For others, it is a
skill that can be developed over time. We are all
capable of expanding our intuitive abilities,
including mediumship, through meditation,
quieting the mind and practice. If we want to
further develop ourselves as a medium, how we
proceed is a personal choice depending on our
confidence and level of accuracy.
I’m a firm believer in taking mediumship classes
to learn new ways of receiving information and for
being in the energy of the work, especially if it is
new to you. Furthermore, a class setting provides
the practice of actually doing the work with a
partner – something a DVD cannot offer.
Since you’re inquiring about this aspect of
communication, then there is a part of you not
only called to do this work, but able to, whether
it’s a part of your ongoing readings, or it
becomes your specialty somewhere down the
line. Spend quiet time alone connecting with
your angels to see where your heart is. This will
lead you to the perfect teacher, as well as give
you the meditative space to cultivate this
beautiful gift.
Email your angel questions to prediction@
predictionmagazine.com. Visit Tinamarie444.
com for more info on our angel expert

Healing for cats

Q

I call in Archangels Raphael and Jophiel
when I need to administer medicine to
my 16+ year old cat, Mista. I call on them
and ask that they comfort the cat and let me
know that this is done with ease and grace. Is
this a good way to communicate my desire to
the angels and are they the right angels for this?
Patty

A

Raphael and Jophiel are wonderful to
call on for healing and comforting our
animal companions. Archangel Ariel is
another angel who is known to work with animals
and the environment. And although we can call
on any angel or being of light for anything, my
favorite person to work with regarding animals
is St Francis of Assisi. He communicated with
animals, told them stories, blessed them and he
connected with them heart to heart, feeling at
one with them; something that we all need to
learn in this world so that abuse of our beloved
creatures comes to an end. Ask St Francis and
other angels of your choice to be with Mista and
communicate to her on your behalf. Explain
everything to her; why she is on medication,
your intentions and love, even what’s going on
in your life, as animals like to be included in all.
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